
MOVE RESEARCH PROTOCOL 

SUMMARY

The number of cars in the metropolitan area generates many problems for the citizens, 
including mobility problems and pollution. Besides the obvious emission of pollutants, the 
constant use of the car also causes health problems by perpetuating today’s sedentary lifestyle. 
But what can we do to solve this problem?
One possible solution would be to change car use by public transport or non-motorized 
transport but these solutions resolve new problems that will also have to take care of them. The 
cost of public transport has been increasing in recent years, making it unaffordable for the 
majority of the population, that without taking into account the low quality of the units and 
service. The experience of using public transport is anything but pleasant for users. In the case 
of cycling we are faced with security problems, being a cyclist in the GMA (Guadalajara Main 
Area) is dangerous and accidents are very common.
That is why we propose an alternative route for cyclists to be safe and offers improvements in 
their health , their economy and our environment. All this, encouraging road culture to have a 
much more sustainable society.

HYPOTHESIS

We believe we can solve some of the problems that our community is facing and because our 
project focuses on improving road safety and sustainable mobility; we believe that the best way 
to  help is improving the PBS (Public Bicycle Systems) , creating a route for cyclists feel safe 
and can be transported around the city without any problems. We began implementing our own 
route called Move. This route would improve aspects such as insecurity, dangerous roads, lack 
of culture, the health of its habitants, the pollution generated and promote the use of bicycles as 
means of transport, because the multiple benefits of cycling would be used to our advantage, 
we think the promotion positively change our community use. For this reason we seek the 
support of our colleagues, government and Your Ideas Your Initiatives (Renault) for bringing our 
idea to reality. 

PROBLEM APPROACH / OBJECTIVES

The problems we are facing in our community made us seek the possible solutions proposed by 
our government. One of these proposals was the creation of public bicycle programs (PBS), but 
our research showed many complaints from users. Insecurity of the cyclists, use of bicycles 
exclusive system, restricted time to use the bicycles and the limited reach of the program, 
focusing on few streets of Guadalajara. We connect our community problems with current 
programs, and the shortcomings mentioned above; generate our proposal.
In Guadalajara we encounter various problems, including road safety, personal safety, economy, 
health, road culture and pollution.
Mobility has  many problems like road and personal safety. One of the problems is the 
infrastructure of our city because this causes many accidents and that cyclists do not have 
security as automobiles do. 

An alternative that users have is public transport, but that does not mean it has enough quality. 
In Mexico there are very big families and transporting is a problem for them because of their 
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economy  , maintaining (economically) their children and at the same time having a confortable 
daily trip to work. Many people do not have a car and their only alternative is to go in a bus but it 
can not keep up with the amount of people using, this causes more pollution

 On the issue of health pollutants produced by cars; is the generation of humans respiratory 
diseases. Another aspect is obesity, since Mexico has ranked number one in this problem.
In our community we do not have road culture that is really needed in this area. People do not 
know their road rules and less regulation of cyclists, this causes that more accidents and that 
generates that people do not use the bicycle as a means of transport for fear of being a victim of 
the ignorance of people.

THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Existing programs the benefits of cycling were obtained. Some of them are:

-Doesn’t pollute 
-Improves the cardiovascular system
-Saves money in transport, parking and gasoline
-There’s no traffic with bikes
-It’s easy to transport; fits in tight spaces
-It’s low maintenance

Some users of programs like Mi Bici (Mi Bike), showed dissatisfaction with some aspects of the 
system, so we looked for ways to improve the program. Some of the disadvantages that were 
found are:

-No personal safety for the rider.
-There isn’t traffic education in our community and this causes clashes
-It can not travel long distances and the route covers few locations
-It’s not a very fast way to be transported because the routes cut their reach
-Luggages (Hard to carry luggage on the bike)

The Move program was created with different values. Among them are respect, integrity and 
family. We seek a way to combine our values with the problems in our community. We created 
the Move  route that benefits us in all aspects and problems encountered. It will keep constant 
maintenance, surveillance social service, it is to instill respect for cyclists and create a healthier 
environment for residents.

On 28 March, a 25-year-old was hit by a car while walking in bike. The community of cyclists 
showed discontent due to the recent accidents and the victim said a few words to seek justice 
and respect for his situation. 

"They are victims of society that is irresponsible, they are victims of an ineffective authority. The 
goal is to educate about the dangers cyclists with cars. "

Luis Enrique Andrade Hurtado 
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Percentages:

This is a table shows the pollution in major cities of our country. Our community is in the Top 3 
of the cities with the highest levels of contamination.

Route: 
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=zl3iuYX3oys0.klV3RPUY1rdk&usp=sharing_eid

It is the route that Move is proposed and used exclusively for cyclists. Depending on the 
success and demand there, the routes will be extended to neighboring towns and priority roads 
were created; where cyclists will maintain our sponsors preference of a specific color in the 
pavement so that people circulating in those spaces be cautious and give them preference 
cyclists passing by.

Regulation (package customization)

-Plan implementation and improvement of the current regulation of cyclists. All in order to 
protect cyclists. Here are some suggestions that would implement the regulations.
-Each rider will have a package that includes everything he must carry during cycling. (Vest, 
code, helmet, lamp, etc.)
-They must circulate only by the bike route and / or via priority in case of an accident the only 
way they are supported and will defend for the cyclist.
-If you do not carry vest, helmet and code, they will be entitled to a fine.
-Cyclists must respect the lanes for cars, if driving on the lane that does not belong, and have 
an accident, are responsible.
-If cyclists or motorists do not respect the due signs they will be ticketed.
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Route justification 

Route 1 passes through streets parallel to Av. Patria is a half circle passing through the interior 
of Guadalajara. Begins near the intersection of Av. Patria y Av Colon, since this is a very 
important point because the light rail passes Colón you can help transportase to places outside 
the route. Besides begins homeland is an avenue that crosses many socially important places 
and jobs. Patria passes through many important avenues in which we stop nearby so that if the 
route does not take you to your final destination you as close as possible. And although we 
almost never about Patria always try to go nearby parallel streets since being a central street in 
Guadalajara it has many cars that can be a danger for our cyclists. Also it passes next to the 
Forest of Colomos, the CETI and ends in Av. Federalism is an extension of Av colon and also 
has light rail, with this we can bring the two ends of the route. Also most of the route are in 
progress in areas where there are many workers and many jobs that could use our routes.
route 4

Route 4 is a way to bring the Route 1 and Route 3 with our community as it begins on Route 1, 
passes through the 3 and ends in Av. England is close to our school, passes through peripheral 
under a bridge and many people use this route.

Government’s support 

Move seeks support from public and / or private for the dissemination of the program. Currently 
we have the support of our institution and City Bike magazine at the time that the route is 
approved, Move will be released by their means. We like our social networks and school 
newspaper to keep both our readers / followers. 

Advertising’s campaign 
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The culture in our community is usually spread by social and commercial networks, therefore we 
created both to capture the attention of people in our community. 

Logo and slogan 

Social Networks 
 

Video - Move with us  

Shots of the route’s video  
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Tips 

Here are some suggestions that the cyclist handbook lead users to avoid unhappy. 

-Install On your bike security package specified in the regulations 
-Adaptar Your bike with a bucket to keep a raincoat and / or utensils to resize or repair your 
bicycle 
-Mantenerse Secured at all times with an insurer. (Move’s recommendation: Axa Insurance) 
-Find Dynamic helmets (with airbag) 
-Keep Your vest with the view code (preferably keep a spare vest) 

JUSTIFICATION 

This project attempts to solve problems of mobility, safety and health, broadly speaking, that 
affect our community. We consider how we propose to address these problems may, in addition 
to solve, generate economic benefits, improve road culture and reduce the current 
environmental degradation. For these reasons, we believe our proposal is a comprehensive 
way to address a multifaceted problem, also paying a change of habits in the community that 
may prevent future problems arising from the little road culture in it. 

Prizes awarded by ITDP 
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Cycling in Latin America 

SURVEYS  

Q: WOULD YOU LIKE TO TRANSPORT IN BIKE? 


  


 


CULTURE DESIGN INSTITUTIONS TOTAL

Guadalajara 8.33% 8.5% 8.75% 25.27%

Sao Paulo 8.4% 9% 7.8% 25.2%

Bogotá 8.67% 8.47% 7.93% 25.07%
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 Q: WOUD YOU USE YOUR BIKE IF YOU HAD THE OPPORTUNITY?


IMPLEMENTATION 

The routes were implemented throughout the metropolitan area of Guadalajara, some of which 
are exclusive for cyclists and some streets are shared with cars and are preferred for cyclists 
therefore have to slow down motorists in those lanes. 
Avanza will be protected by social service agents who will be overseeing the smooth operation 
of the route and that cyclists are protected in case of an accident. 

CONCLUSION 
We believe that the use of bicycles will solve many of the problems we have as a society. We do 
not want a world which no longer can do anything to improve our lifestyle. That's why we 
created TRACKS with the hope that our community will be better tomorrow. 
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SUPPORTING LINKS: 

Our research had different stages; statistics and specific data were obtained from the following 
sources. 

http://gdlenbici.org/2015/08/06/movimiento-ciclista-por-una-guadalajara-ciclo-incluyente/  

http://www.quiminet.com/articulos/la-bicicleta-como-medio-de-transporte-las-ventajas-de-usar-
la-bicicleta-como-medio-de-transporte-2555670.html  

http://www.sura.com/blogs/autos/ventajas-bicicleta-medio-transporte.aspx  

http://www.ventajasdesventajas.com/tener-bicicleta/  

http://www.ecoportal.net/Temas-Especiales/Desarrollo-Sustentable/
El_uso_de_la_bicicleta_como_medio_de_transporte_urbano   

¬http://cronicadesociales.org/2010/03/23/inventario-de-emisiones-contaminantes-de-los-
vehiculos-automotores-en-el-area-metropolitana-de-guadalajara/  

http://verdebandera.com.mx/llega-a-105-la-lista-de-ciclistas-muertos-de-2009-a-2012/  

http://eleconomista.com.mx/industrias/2011/04/17/mexico-tiene-11-ciudades-futuro  

http://www.comercioexterior.ub.es/fpais/mexico/tema05.html  

http://archivo.de10.com.mx/10019.html  

http://www.plataformaurbana.cl/archive/2010/11/11/las-ciudades-en-que-mas-se-usa-la-
bicicleta/ 

Our graphics and interviews were documented by our team Move. 

INSTITUTO TEPEYAC CAMPUS GUADALAJARA   

Our research had different stages; statistics and specific data were obtained from the following 
sources. 

• Pedro Gómez

• Esmeralda Úrzua

• Ángel Balbuena

• Rafael Navarro

• Florentino Landeros

• Rita Gómez

• Libni Álvarez

• Kirk Carrillo  
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